OCTOBER'S EVENTS?

DO YOU KNOW that the majority of us
adopting the WellStyles’ strategies for dodging
yourself up for sweet success in this challenge by
digestion, mental clarity and metabolism. Set
diseases, decreasing your sugar intake can also
improving your health.

The one of the most widely consumed substances
health effects at our fingertips, sugar remains
insidious going on? In short, or is something more physiological and
calories, as the conventional wisdom has it,
What’s the connection? Is sugar just empty
consumption surged – the 1870s to 1920s and the
to 15 or more times that amount. In periods when sugar

IS SUGAR TOXIC?

We are invited to a
WellStyles points while doing it!

A likely contributor to this crash is the spike and
the fatigue that follows the meal.

A likely contributor to this crash is the spike and
the fatigue that follows the meal.

This 30-minute workout consists of a variety of
full-body exercises that hit every muscle

limit your sugar challenge

STOP!

Did you miss OCTOBER'S EVENTS?

Limite your sugar

Join WellStyles this month to learn the impact of
sugar on your body & take steps to reduce your intake!

Register HERE
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